One cannot reasonably expect general practitioners, or even medical specialists of one kind or another, to be diagnostically on top of relatively infrequent and arcane diseases they may have never before seen in their professional practice. However, when a young man in his early thirties presents with multiple severe and persistent symptoms that fit no obvious diagnostic category, then, surely, one can reasonably expect a physician, flummoxed in the face of these symptoms, to seek rapidly the help of other physicians possessing wider experience and more highly specialized knowledge. One can reasonably expect that a young man, deteriorating gradually over three months would be expeditiously referred to a major medical centre equipped with advanced technology and with multiple medical specialties. One can also reasonably expect that physicians are able to recognize the medical and technological limits of the hospitals in which they work.
This recognition of personal professional limits and of the limits of a given health care facility is an essential condition for deciding to refer a very sick young man to a more specialized institution before it is too late.
Families too have their limits. One should not be surprised if family members, at the onset of a strong young man's totally unexpected symptoms and disease, implicitly trust that physicians involved in the care of the young man know what they are doing. One should not be surprised if it takes family members a while to move beyond the limits of their doubt and their scepticism regarding what is actually going on in the care of their loved one. When family members do awaken too late to the fact that what is going on is not at all right, their terrible grief after death occurs can become horribly mixed up with feelings of anger and rage, and also, although unjustifiably, with feelings of guilt.
Yes, the old physician was so right. Limits unrecognized bring intense pain and heavy suffering into human lives. W e have thought and written about dying children and about dying elderly people in this Journal, but never, if my memory is true, have we written about young men who die, and particularly not about young men who die from an autoimmune disease. I do not think that we know altogether that much about either the medical or the palliative care of young people dying from an autoimmune disease. We will have to return in some future number of this Journal, I think, to explore what we do know, and what we do not know, about the care of people dying from autoimmune diseases, and about the preparation and support they and their families need.
However, I am not writing now to mark and describe these putative gaps in our current knowledge about autoimmune diseases. I write rather to meditate on the very recent death of a young man, dear to me and our family, whose diagnosis was missed over and over again until all treatments tried could do nothing to stop and reverse the ravages of his disease. The point of this meditation is to try to make some sense of this impossible event; to find some meaning in this unexpected, rapid, and crushing loss. I would hope, though, that this meditation while centring on this one young man, his wife, and his two young children known to me, would cast some light on the baffling experiences of others who die, oh yes, way too early; and on the emptying experiences also of their broken families. So, I shall try to meditate here for a few moments ...
... On Limits
A young doctor who has often helped me help others told me not too long ago that an older doctor once told him: "One of the greatest sources of suffering and tragedy of which I know is the failure, or the refusal, of physicians to recognize and accept their limits of knowledge, experience, and competence, and to act accordingly."
• ... On What Is Never Lost When a young man dies, his wife, children, parents, brothers, sisters, and all his relatives and friends may deeply feel that all has been lost, and lost forever. Whatever their religious faith may be, or even if they share no religious faith, they should be reminded of the poet's truth. The poet here is Osip Mandelshtam. In six short lines he speaks about what can never be lost when a young man, indeed, when anyone dies. Yes, the body stops, is buried away, and disintegrates. But with the young man's presence on this earth, time has been changed, changed and given a unique shape that it never had before, the shape or the pattern that the young man was and gave to the earth and our history.
The poet's six short lines become those of the young man speaking to his loved ones, speaking to us all,
My warmth, my exhalation, one can already see On the window of eternity. The pattern printed in my breathing here Has not been seen before Let the moment's condensation vanish without trace:
The cherished pattern no one can efface. (2) Yes, that's it. The young man and the pattern, the pattern of moments, acts, thoughts, deeds of grace and love that he became, that pattern that has never been seen before, so unique it is to him, that cherished pattern no one can efface; that cherished pattern can never be lost even when time itself ceases to be. But where is that pattern? Another poet says it is buried back into the human mind again (3), at least there, into the mind of humanity. The pattern bearing the young man's name, the pattern never seen before, has given a new shape to the mind of humanity, a shape that will never collapse or melt away.
... On Wife, Children, Parents, and Loved Ones
The young man died before his sons were even tall enough to hug their daddy around his knees. But he loved them and his wife and parents and all his family and friends with a soft, strong, and lasting love. He suffered biological death while loving them still. His love did not die before he did and we should never forget that there are more ways to lose one's life, and worse ways, than biological death. He never lost his life in those awful ways. His mind and his love were unbroken, unshattered. His love was perhaps the strongest strand in the pattern he was. That unique pattern he was has entered not only into the mind of humanity, but into your minds and hearts, wife, children, parents, and loved ones. His pattern has become part of your pattern, in the case of each of you, to become the pattern of your children, and of their children, and forward far into the future, "till a' the seas gang dry ...And the rocks melt wi' the sun." (4) And meanwhile, his dear wife should know that if his absence hurts, as surely it should, he now paces upon the mountains overhead, and only for awhile he has hid his face from you "amid a crown of stars." (5) 
